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In the News ...

Weiss awarded graduate fellowship
three years, plw full tuition at an institution
of his choice. He plans to attend Princeton
University for graduate work in American
politics and political psychology.

Support .. aina Libya

Administration officials announced
that President Reagan has Stili Vernon
A. Walters. the chief American
delegate to the United Nations. 10
European capitals seeking support for
possible American action against
libya. Mr. Reagan said last week that
the United States was prepared to
strike militarily against Libya if
evidence pointed directly to Libyan involvement in the terrorism against
Americans.
1I.III's mlalllllOWerftllltlll
According to diplomats, foreign experts, and local businessmen. Haiti is
drifting without direction or leadership, just two months after the
Duvalier regime was ousted. Converylions with Haitians and foreign
diplomats live the strong impression
1I.at the Government barely exists.

"Set_" ........
The United States Commission on
Civil Rights recommenced last week
that the "set..aside" program, which
reserves a few slices of the immense
Federal pie for businesses owned by
blacks. be suspended for one year. The
proposed swpension
was sharply
criticized on Capital HiD and by
leaders of many civil righlS organiza·
tions.

On Campus ...
RooaId A. Sharp, Chair of lhe Eqlish
Department. has been named speaker
or die Baccalaurale service.

--_ ...

.....,

Media Board has annouDCed the
followin,
appointments
for the
1986-87 8l:8demk: year: CoIkailm c0editors: Ann Davia a.d MkMd
Pierce:. Rrllrlllr editor:
Jennifer
~ncrie;
Hik4 co-edhon: AlIiIon
Joseph and Rob Stein: "'KCO swion
manqcr: BiD Horner; an coor~
eli
: IIriBn ThdI. Hather Morrow
Jeff RidIIrds.

..

E~'fahlis'/(:d
1856

A politK:al science major, Weiss says his
primary interest is the impact thai personality
plays in government and the psycholoaical
forces at work in government. He also plans
to study the impact of political party reform
on the types of candidates that run for office.

Sellior JUIIIl'S W("i$\' '86

Senior JIU1'lCS D, Weiss has been awarded a
National Science Foundation
Graduate
Fellowship.
Weiss will receive $11.100 every year for

A native of MinneapOlis. Minnesota.
Weiss got a taste of practical polities the sammer following his sophomore year when he
worked as an intern for Minneapolis Mayor
David Fraser.
"That's when Ibegan to look at the impact
of personalities. the structures of institutions

and how they inftuence what comes of the institutions," Weiss says.
Currently president of the Student Council, Weiss has been active in student BOvernmene for four years. He has served on the
Collqe's judicial board and numerous ccmmittees. -We haven't made major dum.es."
he says of his term as president. "Bllt we have
been responsive to the complaints of students
and have given our voice to major policy
chanaes." Weiss is also a member of the
Kokosingers.
National Science Foundation Fellowships
arc awarded to olltstanding students in the
mathematical, physical, bioloaical. enaineeriog. and social sciences and in the history and
philosophy of science.

Sixteen faculty appointments announced for 1986-87
By Christopher McGraI

The Hirnmelriaht endowed position in the
Department
wid be shared by a
husband-wife telIm. David HaJTiDston bas
accepted
the Hirnmelriaht Assistant Professor of Economics position. He received a
Ph.D. from the University of WisconsinMadison in 1984 aDd is CUlTCDtly
a Visiting
AslistaDt Professor at Pomona CoUeae.
Kathy ~
will be the Hirnmelriaht Instruc:lor of Ec:onomics. She is cxpectina a
Ph.D. from. the University of Wisconsin.
MadisoD in 1986 and currcatly is ID instructor at Pomona CoUep.
A tenure track positioa. in the History
DepartmeI'It bas beeD accepted by EBen
FuriouIh. who will be an AniPant Pro(essor. She is expectiq. Ph.D. From Brown
Univasity in June of 1986; aDd is praendy a

Beonomics

The 1986-87 ac:ademic: year will brinJ with
it a number of additions to the Kenyon faculty. ThUll far there have been sixteen new a~
pointments to the faculty. Seven of these
positions arc tenure track appointments. one
of which is a shared position. The remainiDa
positions arc to be filled by visiling instnJctors. In addition to these sixteen appointments, approximately five more DeW visltina
instructors will be appointed in the next few
months.
The tenure track appointments require
four to seven years of service to the CoUcae,
after wbic:h the c:andidatcs are IenUred upon
bcina suc:cessfully
reviewed tbrouah the
faculty evalultion procedure.

Atkinson wins engineering grant
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..... to study eoaloeoriOJ one! public policy
at WasIliDatcm University in St. Louis.
Missouri.
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aide to a~
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in her home
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assistant at Brown.
The Polilica1 SdeDcc Dcpartmcut's tenure
track position hu been _
by AIcx
McKeown. who will be an insInK:tor of
po1itical science. He is expectina • Ph.D •.
from the University of Wisconsin-M.diIoD. in
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Will the American bombings of Libya
discourage future acts of terrorism?
""
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THEREADERS
WRITE.---I
The Keuyon Collegian encourages letters to the Editor. All submissions must be
signed and typed, double spaced. The Editor reserves the right to edit all material
while maintaining the original intent of the submission.

Monthly editors cry foul
,
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Well Meryem Ersez; your comments about
Kenyon's media blitz in April Jrd's "Voices
from the Tower" were written in the true
spirit of "The Kenyon Experience.". Of
course, we all know by now that this is little
more than an indoctrination in pessimism.
Those of us who yelp and moan the loudest
about gender atrocities, "Star Wars", and
Nicaragua are hailed as the enlightened ones,
whereas anyone striving towards more positive goals is simply arrogant. For instance,
how "can Iwo aspiring sophomores from
Manning" dare to "build a journalistic empire
... without having written a single noteworthy story at the collegiate levetjl" (My Gcdl!
They can't do thai! what if they fail? Why
don't they just join the staff of the Cottegian
and rise to the position of editor ... No, it
would be easier for them 10 just start their
own paper. All they have to do is find a
printer, gather a staff, solicit subscribers,
secure funding, proofread, layout ... Why
should they dirty themselves working daily
like Meryem when they can just take the easy
way ourl}
Now really Meryem, what have you got
against The Gambier Monthly anyway? Are
you really deeply concerned that the "excess
of media publications" will "divide and facricnalize the media and the entire campus?"
Surely a paper with the intellectual might of
the Cottegion (spelling aside) need not worry!
But just in case, maheY (sic) we should all
just merge into a "unified publication dedicated to the common goal of fully exploring
the subtleties and complexities of various
issues.t' Perhaps you, Meryem, could lead all
of us "neophyte editors" on a crusade of
"hard hitting political analysis."
Why don't we start with a story like Ihis:
"Who Really Edits the Collegian?" We could

start by interviewing you about how you interviewed Elizabeth Lilla. Mabey (sic) you
could tell us how the administration at first,
wouldn't "let" you print anything on her article until you had had the chance to interview
her from the Public Relations oftke, Probing
into this we might discover that your interview was conducted under the close supervision of the administration.
Of course, we better not do that, we
wouldn't want anyone to think for a momment, (sic) that the Collegian is "a wimp
newspaper." As to the accausations (sic) that
the Collegian is an administrative puppet,
they are totally ludicrous; after all, who has
the time to organize a puppet show about a
Ihird rate college newspaper that's had more
editors this year than readers.
But now it's time we put away our poisoned
pens before we are all hoisted on our own
sharp petards. Lei'S once again return to our
duties as the champions of "truth, justice,
and journalistic integrity." Perhaps printing
this letter in its entirety would be a step in the
right direction for you, Meryem.
Arrogantly Yours,
Phil Pfalzgraf
David Burgess

Editor's note: The Elizabeth Lilla interview
was conducted from the Public Affairs Office
because it was Ihe only way that the two
authors who wrote the story could obtain two
separate telephone extensions. The interview
was initialed solely by Ihe aU/hors. The
ghostly figures of the "administration" were
nOI consulted except in Ihe use of their
telephones and to obtain copies of the information which Lilla solicired from the College
as background research for her story.

Security ticketing tactics questioned
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Recently at Kenyon there has been an increasing number of parking tickets written
due 10 the hiring of a security officer affec·
lionalely known as "Officer Number 14."
Talking with many slUdents and even security
officers, we feel that not only are his t"tics
questionable, such as hiding in bushes until
someone parks and other limes shouting,
"evacuale the premises." but also the speed

with which he writes them is surely
miraculous-often
numerous tickets are
given to the same car without its ~ng moved.
Granted Kenyon is supposed to be a "walking campus," however when someone stops
for a brief period to drop something off or
pick something up, they should not be fined
$15 and often verbally insulted. Further,
whal is the harm in students parking after
college hours in faculty and staff lots? For a
st"t'

TICKETS

1HJ1Z~('iI/III
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Fonner secretary of defense shares his
view of world situation
the defensive with his arms control proposals. and he is effective in exploiting US
weaknesses. One example of this is OcrA "Vignette of the World Scene" was the
bachev's attempt to use Reagan's Strategic
topic of 'the lecture presented by James
Derense'tnaianve (501) or "Star Wars" proSchlesinger on April 8. Schlesinger opened
posalto split the Western alliance.
his talk with a warm greeting, mentioning
At the same lime Schlesinger perceives that
Kenyon's "illustrious baseball team" and the
the Soviets are concerned
with
US
well-known episode of Phil Donahue which
technology and fear that Reagan may be able
resulted in the affiliation of Kenyon with the
to "pull it (501) off." Schlesinger himself
Gates of Hell. He promised to answer quesfeels that the plan's success is unlikely.
tions following his lecture. then moved into
Schlesinger believes that there will be
the first of four major topics: military and
another Geneva summit, but he doubts that
diplomatic relations between the United
any substantive agreements would be reachSlates and the Soviet Union.
ed, claiming that "we're at a degree of a
Schlesinger's first point was that, militaristalemate" and adding, "that's not bad, by
ly, the relationship betwen the US and the
the way."
.USSR has not changed since 1980, and the
Moving to the topic of the Middle East and
arms race is over. What has changed, accorthe war between Iran and Iraq, Schlesinger
ding 111 Schlesinger, is the way in which the US
commented, "If one wants to worry about
is perceived internationally. America is seen
the world, I think that that's a good place to
as a united and self-confident country, due in
start." He suggested that the US is not paying
enough attention to the crisis. If Khomeini
succeeds in bringing down the regime of Sad·
dam Hussein, "we are going to be in serious
trouble," he claimed. With the defeat of Iraq,
Khomeini would be in control of much of the
oil in the Persian Gulf area and could use it as
a political instrument in the future.
The present oil situation came into discussion as Mr. Schlesinger explored the
downside of the decline of oil prices. He
observed that oil prices will rise again in the
19905, thus restoring US dependency in the
Persian Gulf, an area where we should be
seeking less dependency.
Schlesinger finished his lecture by voicing
~ his views on the Central America issue. First,
e, he stressed that Nicaragua is not the most lm_.;.;.portent issue today, despite the fact thai. the
- press coverage seems to suggest that it is. According to Schlesinger, the US is not seriously threatened by the Sandinista regime, and
part to President Reagan's success in his two
the idea of a "Red Tide Northbound" is not
terms in office. In the past eight years the
the issue. The objective of American governSoviets have had three elderly leaders and
ment is the defeat of the Sandinistas through
have also been seen as the "black hats"
the Centres. who, Mr. Schlesinger believes,
because of the walkout in Geneva and the
are a "weak instrument." Hinting thai. the US
Korean Airline crisis.
has turned the war into a crusade, Mr.
However, things are changing with Mikhail
Schlesinger said, "If the US can coexist with
Gorbachev, who has "come onto the scene
the Soviet Union, it can coexist with the Sanlike a young Jack Kennedy." Reagan himself
dinistas."
has been forced to change his attitude toward
During the question-and-answer period,
Soviet leaders since- Gcrbachev has come to
Schlesinger dealt with a variety of subjects,
power. The Soviet leader has put the US on
,,',' SCHLESINGER 1'iJ.~,.,'i~/1I
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Peiru

Hall Renovalio_s to Take Place litis Summer

By Chris HlUDmell
Kenyon's maintenance department announced Tuesday that construction is set to
begin May 10 on the remodeling of the Great Hall. Work will continue throughout the
summer and will be finished in time for the opening of the College in late August .
"We just received the plans last week, and everything is ready to go," said Charlie
Jacobs, head of Maintenance. "The crews are assembled and as soon as the students are
out of the way we'll be able to start."
The plans call for a second floor to be installed in the currently empty space above the
dining room, which will provide co-ed housing space for approximately sixty students in
doubles and suites. In addition, the floor will have a small lounge. Students will have to
use bathroom facilities in Peirce's basement because of the complexities that would be
involved in installing plumbing. Access to the space will be through the door to what is
currently the balcony. A suspended accousncal tile ceiling will be placed above the dining room.
Robert Reading, Assistant Dean of Student Residences, explained that the housing
crunch made the construction of the second floor necessary.
"As most students are probably aware, we have a tremendous shortage of space for
students, particularly upperclassmen, "·said Reading. "We were faced with the choice of
either putting in the additional floor in Peirce or converting the rooms in Manning and
Bushnell into quadruples. We anticipated overwhelming criticism from students in the
case of the second choice, so we're going ahead with the first option."
Reading explained that the concept of puttina additional floors where cathedral ceilings exist is not unprecedented. "We have had very good SUCCC55 in the past with such
buildings as Gund Commons ad the Chalmers Ubrary, and we expect similar results in
Peirce. If everything goes as planned, we may even expand this into a campus-wide pr0gram of creating new space in existing buildings .... Rosse Hall, for example. has loads
of room near the ceiling that's just sitting there swallowing heat. There's really a lot of
unused space on this campus that could be converted into student housillK." he said.
When asked about the aesthetic considerations of the project, Reading shrugaed. "I
can understand that some students may not necesarily agree with the plan," he said.
"That's just tough. Well see how opposed to it they arc when they have to sleep in a tent
on Ascension lawn."
Jacobs said that he didn't expect the construction to cause too many problems for
students. "There may be a little bit of dust, and more than the usual number of foreian
particles in the food, but we don't forsee any real problems," Jacobs said.
"Really, we see this as a tremendous improvement for the Kenyon campus," said
Reading. "The rooms in Peirce are universally recognized as the most desirable at the
College, and now many more students will be able to take advantage of them. Peirce
presents such an ideal facility for a renovation such as this that Ifrankly can't understand why this wasn't thought of before."

A male perspective: concerts and talks with Goof Morgan scheduled
By Mo Do•• hue
Tonight at 8 pm in Rosse. Hall there is a
concert which is quite different but not that
new. Geof Mor&llll, one of the top cultural
workers in the men's movement, will perform
a variety of songs that he has written, ranging
in style from rock 'n' roll and celtic to
bluegrass and blues. What makes this pertermance so different is Gecf's insightful, and
often humorous, insights into a variety of
topics, such as fatherhood, fear of nuclear
war, wearing glasses and, of course. mushy
love.
Geof is a member of the National
Organization
for Changing Men. The
organization
was termed somewhat in
response to organized feminist movements in
terms of asking the same questions of men
that women were asking themselves. The National Organization for Changine Men provides an atmosphere and structure in which
men look at themselves as sons and fathers
and try to understand their rote as males in
society, similar to what women have been do-

Gl'flf ""UT1um
ing in regards to their roles as daughters and
mothers and as women in society. The
orpnization often works with feminist
groups. especially with women who are also
seriotady interested in c:oopet8tina witb men

to come to a better understanding of
themselves and the opposite sex.
Geof has been playing the guitar since the
mid·60s and has pursued a variety of careers
in music, mainly as a singer, songwriter and
performer. He lived in Nashville for many
years, writing songs for people like Barbara
Mandrell and ROMie Milsap, and three of his
songs are on gold albums, During that time
he wrote and perfonned many songs of his
own and produced them on three albums.
These songs focus on a broader range of
topics than standard commercial music.
Besides the concert tonight, Geaf will be
leading Professor Sullins' "Psychology of
Women" class tomorrow morning'at 11:10 in
lOS Samuel Mather. Anyone interested in
hearing him speak is urged to attend.
Geof win return to Kenyon on Sunday with
some friends from the National Organization
for Changina Men to participate in an Open
Community DiaIoaue. It will begin at 3 pm
and will include 15-20 minutes of SOltIS by
Gcof, followed by • discussion entitled "'Can
Men be Feminists?" The Dialoaue wiD be in

Peirce Lounge and babysitting will be provided at the Crozier Center.
This program is sponsored by the Health
and Counseling Center, Women's Open
Dialogue, Women's Faculty Caucus and the
Student Activities Office.

Aerobics!!
Every day in KC at 4:15
Joy Kahn &: Jane Lanier
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Summer Send-off brings Buddy Rich,
Chilly Peppers and Eddie Clearwater
to Kenyon
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Tonight
Concert by Geof Morgan
Tonight, Gcof Morgan, singer-songwriter
and one of the top cultural workers
in the men's movement, will sing about what it's like to grow lip as a male, as a
father, as a son, etc. This concert will take place in Rosse Hall at 8 pill.
Friday
"The Pajama Game"
This Friday and Saturday, the KMS will present "The Pajama Game" in the
Hill Theater at 7:30 prn. Free tickets are available al the box office and there
will be a one dollar admission charge at the door.
The Kenyon Film Festival
The Kenyon Film Festival is coming to Kenyon this Friday, Saturday
day from 8 until II pm in the Biology Auditorium.

and Sun-

Saturday

By Beth Limerick
Spring is here again at Kenyon and with its
advent comes the phenomenon of Summer
Send Off, an annual production sponsored by

the Social Board. This year. Summer Send
Off will occur on the weekend of April 25-26
and will include more than the traditional
afternoon of music and general celebration.
Send Off will begin with a street fair held
on Friday afternoon in the village area. The
fair will consist of booths run by student
organizations and may include participation
by local businesses.

As well, ARA will spon-

sor food and refreshment stands. Musical
entertainment will be provided by the Owl
Creeks, who will sing in front of the Deli.
Anyone

with ideas on more booths is invited

to contact Vicki Bausinger at the SAC.

Dldi,' {'lem

George Gund Concert
On Saturday night at 8 pm in Rosse Hall Auditorium,
the George Gund Coneert will take place featuring the Cleveland Octet. The Cleveland Octet is an
unusual group of virtuoso musicians who follow the European tradition of
chamber groups which are the offspring of major orchestras.
the Cleveland rhythm and blues band Eddie
Clearwater. They will be followed. by Kenyon's own Filthy Pilgrims. After their performance another Cleveland band, Adults will
lake the stage. Their music is said by Social
Board member Andy Youngquist to be of the
club/dance variety. At 8:00 pm Kenyon will
be treated to a performance by the headline
act, Hollywood band The Red Hot Chili Peppers. The Peppers describe their sound as one
that "defies the basic laws of music" and
"breaks the barriers between punk and pop,
rap and rock, funk and fun and mixes Marx
Brothers' mayhem. George Clinton's chaos
and Salvador Dali's realities into a great kettle of FREAKY SIYLEY stew". BUI, just
what is FREAKY STYLEY? We will all find
out soon enough, bUI the Peppers promotional material gives us some hint of the
things to come, "FREAKY STY LEY is a way
of life. It's a look. It's a sound. It's a feel. It's
energy. It's excitement. You taste FREAKY
STY LEY when your head hits the ceiling or
it's the feeling you feel in your ears when you
get kicked in the butt." The Peppers are
known for their outrageous stage antics. In
fact, due to their reputation for such antics,
it was stipulated in their contract that they remain clothed while on stage.
The extension of Summer Send Off is ambitious and will prove to be a good time. Any
students interested in helping with stage work
should contact Andy Youngquist at PBX
2234.

"'lilt·,.

Following the fair, Buddy Rich will perform with his jazz band at 10:00 am in Rosse
Hall. A limited amount of tickets will be
available on alternate nights in Gund and
Peirce dining halls during the week
preceeding the concert. The tickers are free
with a Kenyon 1,0" their purpose being to
restrict attendance to members of the Kenyon
Community, nor to defray costs. Buddy Rich
enthusiasts should plan to acquire Iheir
tickets early in the week as there will only be
aboue S80 places available due to the seating
Umieations or Rosse Hall.
The run on Saturday ~U beain a12:oo with

Hllddl' Rid'

"The Media"
Saturday,
April 19th, at 10 pm in Lower Dempsey, there will be an UnBirthday Party, featuring a local band called "The Media" which play mostly
reggae and funk music. There will be a cover charge of three dollars which indudes unlimited beverages and food. A Kenyon ID is required.
Sunday
Geof Morgan
There will be a Community
Open Dialogue with Geof Morgan at 3 pm in
Peirce Lounge: He will give a concert and an open discussion will follow.

New York choreographer Bebe Miller
performs in lower Dance Studio
The Ohio State University Dance Company will be performing three works in a
lecture-demonstration
Tuesday. April 22
during Common Hour in the lower Dance
Studio.
The first work is entitled "University
Dance Company's Gangsters leave Only Circumsranna! Evidence." New York ehoreoaraoher, Bebe Miller, a Visiting Artis! in
The Ohio State University Department of
Dance, is currently dealing in gangland diversions. Her new work takes a playful look at
gangsters, their molls and their of len convoluted excursions for gain and retribution.
Miller's cartoon-like mobsters share the winsome, bungling characteristics of the "Blues
Brothers," bUI they have a style all their own.
This one of a kind piece promises to be a
highlight
of The Llniver airy Dance
Company's rich and varied program.
Miller received an MA in Dance from Ohio
Slate in 1975 and was soloist with Nina
Weiner and Dancers for six years. She has
been producing her own works in New York
since 1981 and is currently on the presrletous
Affiliate Artists, Inc. roster.
Schubert's Fourth Symphony has inspired
the second dance, "Breakers," victoria Uris's
jubilant new work for rhe Universily Dance ~
Company. Thc large group dance virtually
assaults the senses with its surging, rapturous
display of sweeping energy.
()ycr and over, large JfOups or dancers
converae to fonn contrapuntal sculptures

which recede to reveal small groups and
soloists in myriad patterns. Uris, a former
member of The Paul Taylor Dance Cornparty. is a highly acclaimed young choreographer.
She has created works for
numerous companies including American
Balter Theatre II, Connecticut Ballet Company, Dance Miami, Maryland Dance
Theatre and Phoenix Repertory Dance Company.
Richard Burrows's compelling "Sentinels:
Past Perfect/Future Tense" is the third work
to be performed Tuesday morning. In this
two part work, portraying past and future,
the guardians of lime walk softly backward
through the delicate environment of all the
yesterdays. As they begin their progression
forward sentinels. girded against the antagonism of tomorrow stomp in their paths.
The strongly
rhythmic
and ritualistic
choreography speaks of time passing and the
process of change. The large ensemble work
portrays man's common vulnerability to time
and it's progression.
Burrows, an Assistant Professor in the
Department of Dance and a prolifiC faculty
artist received funding from the State of
Californis to produce this work which was
first performed in 1984.
This lecture-dcmonstration promises to be
an excellent opportunity 10 see coUeaestudent dancers perfonnina contemporary
chorcoaraphy.
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Hiroshima, Mon Amour
Directed by Alain Resnais; starring EmRiva and Eiji Okada; 1960, 88
minutes.
manuelle

Directed by Peter Weir; starring Harrison
Ford and Kelly McGillis; 1985; 101 minutes.
An Amish mother (Kelly McGillis) and her
young son become witnesses to a murder in a
Philadelphia train station. Harrison Ford is
the detective put in charge of solving the
cold-blooded bathroom slaying. This seemingly simple murder takes an intricate tum as
Ford discovers a wide scale corruption ring
within his police department. With his life in
danger. our detective find~ it necessary 10 hide
out with the Amish community. Ford, a slick
city boy, becomes immersed in the Amish
culture. a way of life completely foreign (0
him.
Director Peter Weir handles the cultural
contrast with taste and sensitivity. The film
produces a wide range of emotions from
suspense to romance to humor. Both
McGillis and Ford give excellent perfor.
mances and the romantic chemistry between
them is very well projected.-M.E.
Abbojuy

Hiroshima, Mon Amour is a film which
has a special combination of an and craftsmanship. It also subtly conveys a plea for
nuclear disarmament and peace intertwined
with a bittersweet love story. In the film, a
French woman has a brief affair with a
Japanese man, in the process finding the
same kind of happiness she had had in years
past with a young German soldier during
World War II. This past relationship ended
up having her ostracized from her parents
and village.
M. Reseals lets his film-evolve in a slow
and calculated movement; patients on the
viewer's part is necessary for full appreciation
of the film. Hiroshimo. Mon Amour has a
thought process and a repetition of themes
which is like a vaguely recurring dream. It is
one of the finest films of the French "New
Wave,"- T. Soule
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'Charley's Aunt' lauded for
outstanding humor
By FJlle Tytul

last weekend's production of "Charley's
Aunt" was, no doubt, one of the most
memorable and worthwhile in the history of
Kenyon drama. Very straight-forward and
not in the least bit profound. "Charley's
Aunt" attempted only to entertain-an
assignment simple to understand but extremely difficult to deliver. For the many
who complain of a drama season comprised
of too many plays which lean toward the
abstract. philosophical, and disturbing. here
is a beautifully executed example of comedy.
~~ERT
The cast, 100 many and 100 outstanding to
GAT/BY
name individually, was marvelous. In par.
ticular, the antics of Paul Schnee as lord
Babberley alias Charley's Aunt left the audience in stitches as he dodged not one but
two "eligible" suitors. The actors brought
Directed by Jack Clayton; starring Robert themselves to their roles so successfully that
Redford, Mia Farrow, Bruce Dern, Karen the audience easily forgot themselves and
Black, and Sam Waterson; 1974; 146 became entirely lost in the events unfolding
before them, A few weak spots in the second
minutes.
act and early in the third act. where the acAlthough the Kenyon College English tion slowed and the humor lagged, marred
department does not offer a great deal of
twentieth century literature, anyone with intellectual curiosity has read The Great
Gatsby. And if you have read this Fitzgerald
novel you owe it to your cultural development to see the Coppola screenplay. What
could be more intriguing than a Coppola vj..
sion of this classic love triangle? The cast is
marvelous, Redford plays the enigmatic Jay
Gatsby and Mia Farrow is the coveted Daisy
Buchanan. Although the movie is long and at
parts rather slow, the visual effects and
cinematic slaging arc supcrb"-M. E. Abbajay

the play only to the extent thai for a memes
the spell was broken and the audience wa5
reminded they were only in a play. This did
not, however, spoil the ending. Classic in
that it was clear from the beginning th.
everyone was going to be happily married
and old Spettigue, played by Charles Taylor.
would get what he deserved. the endillJ was 1
like dessert after a good meal.
The actors were not the only people listed
in the program who gave a "top-notch performance. Costumes designed by Jean Brookman were of outstanding quality; they
achieved a standard not expected of an
amateur production.
Thomas Turgeon
designed the set SO cleverly that it was
fascinating just watching the scenes change at
intermission.
Finally, "Charley's Aunt" was a play where
the expert hand of the director, also Thomas
Turgeon, could not fail to be recognized.
Good casting, excellent blocking marked
with intelligent motivation and tasteful visual
composilion,
a hardworking
competent
crew, and good acting combined to produce
one of the best productions in my four years
at Kenyon.

I
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Directed by Norman Towlson; starring
Topol and Norma Crone; 1971; 179 minutes.
Fiddler on Ihe Roof is a classic: A frank
look at Anatevka, a Jewish settlement in prerevolution Russia. The music is beautiful, the
filming grand and the depiction of life mostly
startling.
Fiddler looks mainly at human abuse, prejudice and faith. The story is wide ranging
and complex-to provide a synopsis would
be ridiculous. See ie. It's messqe of culture,
faith, and Iradition is valuable. Its tenor is
not rosy; rather. its bftuty is in the characters
brough~ to tife.
Theatrically and cinematically the movie is
excellenl especially the dream scene. A
superior ccHuiokl. _ Love. Spiff Spiff",.

Join WalkAmerica
for March of Dimes
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By Joe Zari.ko
On Sunday April 27, the 1986 Knox County WaikAmerka will tak.e place in Mount
Vemon for the benefit of the March of
Dimes, People are urgently needed to sign up
for participation in this project which will
raise money to help reduce the threat of birth
del ees.
The twenty kilometer walk, which starts at
10 am. wiD bcain and end at the Pavilion at

Memorial Park in Mount Vcmoa. Partic:ipat~
receipl or their lIpOIl-

ina walken mUit. upon

sor sheet, find donors to pledge an amount of
money to the March of Dimes for every
kilometer they walk.
"With less than two ~ks
before
WaikAmerica. we are runnina far behind our
projec;:tions for walker rqistratioa." said Dr.
Bob Atwell, 1986 Chairman of the program.
AIIhouaJt ....... teams ..... been orpnized,
tbe aoaI or 200 walten raitina sa.ooo is far

from being met.
Persons interesting in walking can pick up
a registration card in Mount VerROII •
WMVQ Radio, The Communication Center.
Kentucky Fried Chicken. McDonald"s. K
Mart. Anyone who is unable to pick
.
reaistration card, can
er by ......
(.II)'_bcl .....'
IIld' _
day 'h ....... Friday.
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Spahn's hot bat delivers baseball Lords from losing streak
By Ben Strauss
It has finally happened! The Kenyon College Lords baseball team has broken out of
its winless streak, and in a big way. In their
five games this week, the Lords WOII four of
them 10 improve their record to 4-18 overall,
and 3-9 in the NCAC. While this is nothing
10 write home about, the learn is showing a
101 of improvement, and talent. In fact, when
this young talent matures, maybe we will
even get 10 pay Wooster back for that beating
earlier in the year. But enough of the past.
These are the new Lords, the Lords that will
win some more games this season, for they
are young (every team at Kenyon seems 10 be
young these days), and have only six seniors
and three juniors on the enure squad. They
will only get better.
So, last Wednesday, Otterbein rolled into
town with hopes of falling their batting
averages against these same young, winless
Lords. But this would not be the case, as
freshman Dave Adams, with help from
sophomore Jon- Wright (10 er the record
straight) held the Cardinals to just four runs,

and eight hils, 'and went into the bottom of . baseman Mike Jonozzo with the bases loaded
to end the game, and Kenyon had a 6-] win.
the ninth inning tied at 4-4. The only way
In game two, Adams pitched brilliantly in
thai senior Tony Desbordes could have been
shutting out Case by the score of 7-0. Going
more of a hero was if mere were two outs,
the distance, Adams allowed only four hits,
but as it was he n ally came to the rescue, hitwalking three barters, and striking out one.
ting a one-ball, no-strike, no outs pitch over
Offensively,
Spahn had a big game, missing
the right field fence. His third homerun of
the cycle by a double as he tripled in the secthe season scored freshman Tim Keller and
ond, homered in the third (his second of the
senior Kreig Spahn giving Kenyon an elecmyear), and singled in the fourth, scoring two
fying 7-4 win.
runs, and driving in IWOruns. Desbordes had
. With a little confidence under their belts,
a double and a single in the game, also scorKenyon traveled up to Cleveland for their
third weekend set with an NCAC team, this ing two runs and driving in a pair. Sophomarc Nick Riggs also collected two hits, both
time with Case-Western Reserve University.
of
them singles, crossed the prate twice, and
In the first game on Saturday, Kellerpitched
one
RBI.
well, keeping the Lords in the game until
In game one on Sunday, the Lords scored
their bats came alive. In the top of the
seventh inning, down 3-2, Kenyon struck for five runs in the top of the first inning, the big
hit being a three-run triple by Riggs. Unforfour runs, as Keller reached base on an error,
tunately, Wright couldn't hold the Spartans,
and scored when Spahn doubled him home.
as they jumped on him for three runs in the
Desbordes walked, and then it was senior
Wally Danforth's turn 10 capture the second inning and then eight more in the
third before Kenyon head coach Larry Kindsporlight , as he doubled to drive in Spahn for
born went to sophomore Bruce Szabo in the
what eventually turned out 10 be the game
fourth. Kenyon managed three more runs in
winning RBI. In the bottom of the inning,
the gave, but lost 13-8.
Keller, in a jam, struck out Spartan second

The Spartans jumped out to a three-run
lead early in the second game, off starter
Spahn, but Kenyon came right back 10 score
four runs of their own on a combination of
walks and singles, and a big double by
sophomore Jim Bush thai drove in three
runs. The teams traded runs until the top of
the seventh when Kenyon scored to take a 6-5
lead. Case came right back to lie the game in
the bottom of the inning to send it into extra
innings. However, the Lords wasted no time,
scoring four runs in the top of the eighth,
with Mr. Clutch (a.k.a. Tony Desbordes) getting the game winning RBI, thus giving the
Lords had won their first series of the season.
So those of you who gave up on Kenyon
baseball after the Wooster series, reconsider,
and give the Lords anal her chance this
weekend when Allegheny College comes 10
Gambier for two afternoon double headers
on Saturday and Sunday. The Caters are
struggling this season, and this could be a
chance 'for the Lords to move up in the
NCAC standings.

Bohn challenges Kenyon career goal record
By Darryl Shankle
,~

Lords' lacrosse coach Bill Heiser and
senior attacker Brian Bohn have reached the
number "95." What, do you ask, does the
number "95" have 10 do with lacrosse? Well,
at Kenyon anyway, that number signifies
some hefty accomplishments. Heiser got his
. 95th career victory as a Kenyon coach last
week in a 17-2 romp over the College of
WooSIC:r.Bohn, who is now just three goals
shy of the Kenyon career goal record, got his
95th goal in an 11-7 loss to the University of
NOIre Dame.

As the Lords enter the midpoint of their
season, Heiser's seventeenth Kenyon team
has a 3-3 overall record, 2-1 in the NCAC
Co-captain Bohn and his teammates split
their games last week, defeating the Scots
and losing to the Fighting Irish.
Last Wednesday afternoon at Wooster, the
Lords were utterly flawless. Bohn opened up
the scoring with 12:13 remaining in the first
period, thanks to an assist from freshman
Terry Martin. From there, the Lords simply
"poured it on." Senior Joe Masterson, junior
Doug Hazel, and Martin scored one, one and

Golfers going strong
L.C. Boles Memorial course. The day was
well spent as the Lords turned in a thirdThe Kenyon .Golf Team made a strong
round team total of 406. This score tied
showing at Wooster in the Beckler-Parlor In- I Capital's and beat Denison's third-round
vitational last weekend. The 54-hole event
totals, but the team was unable to make up
was spread over two, days with 36-holes on
the deficit created the previous day.
Friday and tg-holes on Saturday, Although
Overall, Mike Wong played consistently
the finish of 13th out of 20 teams does not
well, turning in scores of 81-82-79 to finish as
.. appear to be an accomplishment, the Lords
the low scorer of the squad. Freshman sensabeat seven learns and strongly challenged a
tion John Doyle was also commendable with
few very good teams such as Muskingum,
scores of 78-84-81. During thc third round
Capital, and Denison.
the team pulled together for its best total in
The team did well on Friday's firSI round in
many years. Also contributing to Kenyon's
the cold and wind, finishing with a total of
third round effort was Joe Fiedor with a 79,
416, As the day wore on, the strength of the
and Doug Bayuk with an 80.
Lords diminished as Ihey came in with a 426
Kenyon wil1 play 27-holes at Granville on
to put them in 13th place at the end of the
this coming Friday, and 27-holes on Salurday
first day.
at our home course of Apple Valley. The
The second day brought better weather
team is hoping that the home-course advanand lower scores from the Lords. Conditions
tage will place them in Ihe top half of the
were perfect as the team attacked Woosler's
field.
By Peter Staulberg

TRADITIONAL

CLOTHING FOR MEN

WOQlrich ' Sero • Thomson' lzod • Jantzen' Lee
Arrow Brigade' Austin Reed' London Fog

e%Hill/ ,Men's Wellr
Kenyon Students Entitled to a /00/0 Discount
101 South Main Street, Mount Vernon

two goals, respectively, to give Kenyon a 5-1
lead at the half. The score had only been 3-1
with 2:30 remaining in the half. bot Martin
struck like lightning for two quick goals, one
at 2:15 and the other at :05.
Kenyon look advantage of the momentum
that was building in their favor, blasting the
nels for an incredible 8 goals in the third
period. Leading the charge was again Martin,
who had a hand in 5 of the scores (2 goals, 3
assists},
For the game, Manin had 4 goals and 4
assists. Other major contributors included
Brian Bohn (3 goals, 2 assists), Hazel (2
goals,· I assist), and senior Phil Moyles (2
goals).
Sophomore goalie Bill Broda almost completed his first shutout of the season, but
shots in the first and third periods slipped by.
He did, however, make II saves.
Against NOtre Dame on a beautiful
Parents' Weekend afternoon, the Lords
could not quite "get over the hump" when
they needed '''. Approximately 750 fans saw
a ver'y well piayed game, one that (Quid have
eone ('ilhf'T W:lV
Notre Oameopeneu the game scoring (hree
straight goals berore Doug Hazel put a Kt'nyon s..:orc I)JI ,II~ board on an assist from
Masterson. Kenyon lied the game at 3-3 when
the Maslerson-Hazel
connection scored
again, this lime with 8:19 remaining in Ihe
half. Two NO scores put the Irish up again,
but freshman Jeff Alpaugh then threw in a
shot with I:48 to go. Gaining a little confidence, the Lords seemed about to enter the
second half of play only down by one. Unfortunalely, another Notre Dame shOI dropped in 48 seconds later to break the Lords'
momentum. _NO outscored Kenyon ]-1 in
period three to put the game away.
Doug Hazel played very well against the
Irish, nolching three goals. As mentioned
earlier, Brian Bohn gal his 95th career goal
early in the second' period. The Lords other
three scores were by Jeff Alpaugh, Brad
Bohn, and Alex Hetherington.
Through 6 games, Kenyon's leading scorer
is freshman Terry Martin. Averaging 4.7
points per game, Manin has 14 goals and 14
assists thus far. Directly behind him is Hazel,
who has netted II goals and given 10 assists
in S games. Brad and Brian Boho have 10

goals, 6 assists, and 13 goals, 2 assists, respectively.
Bill Broda has surrendered a total of 28
goals in 6 games, but has also blocked 7\
shots. His saves percentage is 71.7%, second
best in the NCAC.
The Lords had only one game this week,
but it was a biggie. Denison University, last
season's conference champions, visited Gambier yesterday. Next Wednesday, the Lords
will play host 10 the Ohio State University at
4:00.

Summer

Fall

Spring

WASHINGTON
OR LONDON
INTERNSHIPS
OXFORD. SUMMER
1986
Full Academic Years In
• Oxford University
• L.S.E.
• St. Andrews, Scotland
U.S. credns will be transferred
through Hampden-Sydney
College, founded in Virginia by
James Madison in 1776.
Graduate work is an option.
T.he Director of Studies for the
Center for Quality Education
Abroad (in Britain) is the Rt.
Hon. The Lord Beloff, D.Litt.
(Oxon.), Fellow 01 the British
Academy, Professor Emeritus
01 Government and Fellow of
All Souls, Oxford.
INQUIRIESTO:
JANET KOLLEK, J.D.,
Admissions DirectorCQEA/
WlSC,Rm 53, 158 W. 81 St.,

NY,NY,10024.
(212·724·08041724-0136).
(EO/AA)
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First annual Kenyon Relays are a giant success
By Charles Hoplon
The first annual Kenyon Relays, held last
Saturday at McBride Field had everything
that a good track meet should. The weather
was bright and sunny with the temperature
ranging in the mid 60's throughout the day. A
large Parents' Weekend crowd which reached
about 250 al the meet's mid-point

provided

the kind of intensity which seems to
guarantee faster times. Conveniently, and
pretty surprisingly given the meets large size
(17 teams), practically every race occurred at
its scheduled time and the blue blazered officials gave the event a dignified and loosely
formal air.
Given the perfect atmosphere the only
thing that the spectators could have hoped
for were perfect athletic performances. The
hopes were fulfilled as the Kenyon track team
(perhaps taking a cue from A.R.A. which did
the same last weekend) proved perfectly able
to rise above the ordinary when the spotlight
turned on.
Since the meet was an invitational, no team
scores were kept. This format was especially
appealing to Kenyon's men's and women's
teams since both teams lack the depth to
compete in team competition. Both teams
do, however, have a number of allconference caliber athletes and on Saturday
most of the athletes lived up to their potential

and, more encouraging, many of the less
recognized team members exhibited some
potential of their own.
Sophomore team co-captain and Division
III indoor high jump Ali-American, Mark
Speer, lived up to his potential in three
events. After casually entering the high jump
competition at 6 feet, 2 inches, Speer continued and won the event with a jump of6-8.
Later Speer won the 110 meter high hurdles
with a time of 15.27 seconds. Speer also
qualified for the NCAC Championship meet
in the javelin toss with a throw of 159 feet, 3
inches.
NO! all of the top Kenyon performers produced the same expected, precise. boring, excellence exhibited by Speer. Bee Huste, a
senior co-captain and former All-American,
also performed up to her usual level of excellence, but did so with a little less hitch-free
precision. Her 1500 meter victory, which also
set a personal record, of -tminures and 58
Seconds, was preceded by an unpleasant bit
of amiety. Huste found over her long career
that the best way ro ensure a top performance
is to stay relaxed and maintain a calm easygoing demeanor in the hours preceding the
event, As usual 20 minutes before the 1500
Huste was casually talking with friends. The
anxiety occurred when Huste found oUI that
the event's starting time had been moved up
20 minutes. Perhaps Huste had been too

relaxed in the past, since after getting the
news and being able to finagle only a half of
a lap warm-up she broke her previous record
by a hefty ten seconds. Husre also took third
in the javelin.
Another school record seuer for Kenyon
was senior Carey Pivcevich in the 10,1X)()
meters. Pivcevich was by herself for most of
the race's 26lfl laps. After the gun
sounded, Pivcevich quickly dispatched of her
two competitors and embodied the cliched
"loneliness of the long distance runner" all the
way to the finish line. Her time of 41 minutes
and 29 seconds was a good minute and a half
beuer than the school record. The performance was ellen more impressive given the
fact that she had to contend with a painful
leg cramp for the last several laps of the race.
Though he was a couple of seconds off his
personal best. which was set the weekend
before at Ohio University, Charles Cowap,
not bothered by the fact that the water
obstacle contained four inches less water
than it should have, won the steeple chase in
a time of 10 minutes and 23 seconds. Cowap
took the lead after the third lap and pulled
easily away with smooth easy strides before
unmercifully unleashing a powerful kick
which brought him home a comfortable thirIy seconds before the runner-up.
Senior Lawrence Cooper, a four-year
veteran of the track team. whose limes have

Jim Born competes in Division I Nationals
By Darryl Shankle
What more can you say about senior swimming sensation Jim Born? What superlatives
can you add to a repertoire that includes winning the most NCAA Division III swimming
titles (17 total, 7 individual and 10 relay), being a four-year Division III All-American
with 24 different All-American honors, winning a Gold Medal at the World University
Games in Kobe, Japan last summer as a
member of the record-breaking 4xl00 meter
relay team, being the first Division III swimmer in history to become an All- American in
Division I (he finished 8th in the 50 freestyle,
20.06 seconds), and on, and on. and on. One
could fill this entire newspaper with Born's
accomplishments as a Kenyon Lord swimmer!
During the week of April 3-5, Born
represented Kenyon in the Division 1 National Championships at Indiana University.
Entered in two evems. Born's goals were to
finish in the top eight in both the 50 and 100
freestyles. He hit one of those goals, placing
eighth in the 50, but a bad turn gave him 18th
place in the 100 (44.56).
"I wav anxious 10 get 10 the last lap in the
100," commented Born, "and I didn't pay at-

tent ion to the third turn." Born had a great
shot at finishing in the top three after his 20.9
split (world-class pecej- but. unfortunately,
things didn't go Born's way.

Jim

Born '1\6

The winner of both races was, ironically,
one of Born's teammates on the World
University team. His name is Mall Biondi,
and this California University-Berkeley student won the 50 in 19.22, and the 100 in
42.03.
Another Kenyon swimmer. sophomore
diver Paul DiFrancesco, just missed making
the Division 1 meet. Having qualified pointwise during the regular season, DiFrancesco
had to win either the one-or three-meter
events at the Division III national meet in
Canton last month. Unfortunately, University of California-San Diego (UCSD) diver Jeff
Stabile, a senior, edged him in both events.
DiFrancesco had a second place finish in the
three-meter event (459.25 points), while
defending champ Stabile scored 470.25. In
the one-meter event, Stabile ousted third
place DiFrancesco 445.75-420.60.
After all of these accomplishments, Born is
not ready yet to hang up his competitive
trunks. On Monday, Born began to "train
seriously for the Olympics," with a little help
from coach Jim Steen. The Kenyon community wishes him the very, very best in his
attempt to make the 1988 team that will compete in Seoul, Korea.

Ladies' lacrosse hangs tough, beating Oberlin and OSU
By Hen

StnlUSS

The Kenyon College women's lacrosse
team continues to prove that this season is
oot a rebuilding year, as the Ladies, without
a senior on the squad, played three good
games, beating Oberlin College and Ohio
State University by scores of 9-5 and 17-4,
respectively, and losing to the College of
Wooster in a close game, 1-8. Kenyon now
stands at 4-2 overall and 3-1 in the North
Coast Atlantic Conference. •

Against the College of wooster last
Wednesday, the Ladies lost their first NCAC
game of the season. Kenyon trailed from the
outset and found themselves down at
halftime by the score of 7-2, with sophomore
Jessica Brown getting both of Kenyon's
goals.
In the second half the Ladies made a comeback with Wooster being ahead 10-4. The
team got goals from sophomore Tory Wright
(her second of the game), junior Hilary Fordyce (her second of the game), freshman

Suzy Gifford and sophomore Gay Wierdsma
to pull to within two, 10-8. But the clock ran
(""
'1",-1 the came ended with Ladies coming
up snort at the finish. Sophomore Christine
Moyles played the entire game in goal for
Kenyon, making six saves.
On Saturday, Kenyon went to Oberlin for
a pair of games with the Ycowomen and the
Ohio State University Buckeyes. In the first
game, the Ladies scored the first five loals
see LACROSSE page eighl

been decreasing faster than his British accent.
has established himself as the team's top middle distance runner with a respectable 1500
meter time of 4 minutes and 19 seconds.
Freshman Charlie Jacobs took advantage
of the pacing offered by the large field in the
men's 10,000 meter to turn in a personal
record time of 36 minutes and 30 seconds.
In field events Puc key Brekhev and Peter
Register both qualified for the conference
meet as did Anne Powell and Morgan
Thomas. Freshman Stasha Wyskiel, injured
and not competing, on the spur of the moment picked up and threw the javelin. If she
had been officially entered her throw would
have won the event.
Both head track coach Pete Peterson, who
did not get to do much coaching due to running the meet, and distance coach Duane
Gomez felt that the troops performed admirably. According to the coaches the team is
right where they are supposed to be in terms
of conditioning and are starting to show the
togetherness and team spirit necessary to
compete successfully.

'.

Tennis Ladies
level opposition
By Caroline Sdm
If you were a parent this past weekend you
might have gone home with a few more shots
for the family album, a Kenyon bumper
sticker, perhaps even an Ohio tan, but if you
were a tennis parent you witnessed the new
Ladies sweep through eighteen marches
without giving up so much as a set. The
Ladies Tennis Team extended their sizzling
season to 6-0 following the weekend's
dominating victories.
Under some welcome Buckeye-blue skies
the Lady neuers overpowered Case Western
Reserve. only giving up nine games in nine
matches. "All the girls really concentrated
this weekend, and of course it was great to
have everyone win when all the parents were
here," Coach Thielke commented following
the two-day trouncing of the visiting opponents. Although the level of competition
the Ladies faced was adminedly not as strong
as future teams. all the matches carried great ~
imponance regarding conference standing
and tournament seeding.
After Sunday Brunch and a few farewells.
the Ladies took the court again to take on
Walsh College. For those fans still remaining, the women continued their winning form
with yet another 9-0 sweep. Claire Howard
playing in perhaps her best season at Kenyon,
added to her impressive record by defeating
Case's Number One, 6-0, 6-0 and Walsh\ top
player, 6-1, 6-I.ln addition to Howard. more
sparkling play was shown by Lynne SChneebeck, Julie Kipka and doubles-play
dynamo Kate Simoni.
Earlier in the week the Kenyon Lady Aces
hosted the Otterbein Cardinals, but as they
too soon found out, they never should have
left the nest. The Ladies wasted no time in
sweeping all six singles contests before fmally
sealing the victory with an 8-1 overall score.
The upcoming weeks, however, will be the ,
real test for the Ladies as they begin to
prepare for the upcoming clash with rivali of
Oberlin, Wittenberg. and Allegheny. Yet
with six strong victories under their belts aad
Mom and Dad's blessing. the Ladies appear .,
more ready than ever to take them aD QQ.
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1986 and is now employed as a teaching
assistant at the University of WisconsinMadison.
There are two new tenure track appointments in the English Department, both of
which will be Assistant Professors of English.
Lori Lefkovitz received a Ph.D. in English
from Brown University in 1984 and is
presentlyal Queens College-CUNY. Timothy
Shun received;;' Ph.D. from the University
of Virginia in 1984, and is currently teaching
there as well.
The Modern Foreign Languages and
Literatures Department's position for an
Assistant Professor of German has been accepted by Elizabeth Bredeck. Her Ph.D. is
expected from the University of Virginia in
1986.

Donald Rothberg will be: an Assistant PTf'·
Iessor Of Philosophy. another tenure Had
position. He has received a Ph.D.
-o-n
Boston
University in 1983 and is :10\1
leaching at the University of Kentuckv
Priscilla Smith will be a Visiting A~~istant
Professor of Art. She received her Bachelor
of Fine Arts from Texas Tech University and
.ber Master of Fine Arts from the Ijnivei sny
of Illinois. Ms. Smith is currently an instructor at East Texas State University.
Jose Kudakasseril, a native of India, will
be a visiting Assistant Professor of Biology.
He received his Ph.D. from the-University of
New Hampshire in 1983 and is presently
teaching at the University of Maine.
"

Schlesinger
Clm,lllIjf,d from pap,e three

one of which was terrorism. Referring to US
involvement in libya, he stated that the US is
Irying 10 deliver a message. Yet he fears that
as we attempt to discipline terrorists we only
succeed in isolating terrorist attacks on the
US. While the world is impressed with US
military effectiveness, Schlesinger says, we
are actually elevating Qadaffi, and "what we
need to do is to bring down a regime, not
blow up radar sites." However he also
acknowledged that the US does not really
have this option.
The only evasive response offered by Mr.
Schlesinger during the evening concerned the
presidential election of 1988. Asked who he
lhought would be in the running, Schlesinger
mentioned George Bush, Mario Cuomo and
Gary Hart. He backed away from the question concerning whom he would like to see as
Prtsident, saying only that the candidate he
would have in mind, "would not be produced
in the normal process of American politics."
He concluded, "We used 10 do a better job."

Lacrosse
COfItlnfffti jrfIm PfI1(r

Mel walt

8Inlf'lt

Esther Merves will be a Visiting Assistant
Professor of Sociology. She received her
Ph.D. from Ohio State University and is currently an 'instuctcr at their Lima camus.
Christopher Wright, who is from Aberdeen, Scotland, will be an adjunct Associate
Professor of Sociology. He received his
Ph.D. from Durham University and is currently a lecturer and course tutor in Introductory Sociology.
Linda Morgan expects to receive her Ph.D.
this year from the University of Virginia, and
will be the Visiting Instructor of History. She
is presently a graduate instructor at the
University of Virginia.
Peter Ahrensdorf will be a Visiti'hg Instructor in the Political Science Department. He
will receive his Ph.D. 'from the University of
Chicago in June of this year and is presently
working. there as a lecturer.
Roberta Davidson will be a Visiting Instructor of English. She is expecting her
PI· rt. from Princeton University and is now
"ITlrl"yed as a teaching assistant
at
, .mceton.
(:hristopher Martin will be a Visiting Assisrant Professor in the English Department
HIS Ph.D. is expected this year from the
University of Virginia, where he is currently
teaching.
Tomoyuka Yoshida will be an Adjunct Instructor of Japanese. He received his Masters
at the lntemational Christian University in
Japan, and is now a teaching assistant at
Ohio State University.

Abbajay Memorial
To the Editor:
The Robert R. Abbajay
Memorial
Scholarship, which is presented to the fraternity. member who throughtout the school
year promoted excellence in the academic,
social, and community life at Kenyon, was
awarded Tuesday to Robert Hurley, '86 at
the Honors Day Ceremony.
During his four years' at Kenyon, Bob was
an active leader of many campus organizations. For three years, Bob served as Director
of the Intramural programs at Kenyon. This
past school year, Bob was active in fraternity
life, serving as vee-President of Delta Phi,
as well as President of the Interfraternity
Council. As president of the Interfraternity
Council, Bob authored the new Rush Policy,
and led the fraternities through some difficult
changes in college policy.
The Scholarship Selection Committee
would like to extend their thanks to the other
three finalists, Gillian Freney '86, KeVin
Waters '88 and Tom Kovach '86, for their
participation in campus activities and interest
in the Robert R. Abbajay Memorial Scholarship.
Sincerely,
P. Wesley Tutchings
Dean Reading

Jeffrey Moritz
David Linsafelter

April 17, 1986
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Jess Wlilard Falkenstine Award
Deborah Neil '86

Continued

:'tlililhew lampe '86

Deborah Neil '86
lames Born '86

WlIIiarn A. Long
Memorial Award
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Dons B. Crozier Award
Muuhcw Eyerman '~6

E. Malcolm Anderson Cup
James weiss '86

Faculty ignores
students

-

To the Editor:
I have been a member of Student Council
for almost a full year now and have participated
in debating
issues and accomplishing a number of tasks assigned to
our committee. However,' there seems to be a
consensus on campus thai student committee, never really accompli,h anything worthwhile and that their influence on the faculty and administration is minimal at best. I
have had the opportunity to witness Council
in action and would like to share an issue
with the student body that will affect each
and everyone of us. Over a month 880 we
took a student survey concerning Grace
Period and tallied your responses. The majority of Kenyon cudents replied that one or
more of their pre
1m II:·J violated Grace
Period, and that -mcn: ...nrorcement would
be a suitable remedy,
Last week the C(JlleRliln printed our

WILL
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private school that strives to be liberal, these
policies and tactics are not only unfair, but
expensive.
I mention expensive because at a time
when seniors are being solicitated for donations and at the same time being heavily fined,
something has to give. In this case I think
security will win and perhaps the College will
lose.
Finally, on the topic of money, has anyone
questioned where these thousands of dollar,
are going that security has been steadily milking out of the student body'? Or perhaps
therenovations to their offices accounts for
this money. Does anyone else care enough [0
speak out'? Come on Kenyon; wake up.
Sincerely,
Herky Pollock '86

Senior Athlete of the Year Awards
ueumcc Husee '86

c
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response
to the Academic
Policy
Committee's proposal thai would allow
faculty to assign work if they announced the
assignment at the beginning of the semester.
Student Council voted 16-0 against the proposal, saying that this was a regressive policy
that would aggravate the problem rather than
alleviate it. At the next meeting of the APC,
the proposal was approved and pending the
faculty's approval, it will be incorporated.
Student Council did everything in its power
regarding this issue, and it was effectively ignored by the faculty. I now understand the
students' apathy toward student-run committees; the faculty has no respect for them, By
this, I mean that they place no intrinsic value
on our ability to evaluate and respond 10
their proposals concerning academic policy,
10 the point that it is an integral elcmem in
their final decision.
Sincerely,
Jonn Klchardsan
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AT THE

on to hold a 6-3 halftime edge

-aainst the Yeowomen. In the second haif,

Wright and Brown each had big games
with both scorinS four soaJs api«e. Wright
Kenyon once apin scored quickly. and held
also had two assists, while Brown had one.
a 9-3 lead with over 10 minutes left. Oberlin
Fordyce scored two J08Is. as did sophomore
was able to tally two more goals. but the
Chris Olsen. who also had an assist.
pme ended at 9-5,
Freshman Tracey Hummer also contributed
For Kenyon, Wriaht had three goals. as
two aoals for the Ladies' cause. Moyles
did Fordyce; while Wierdsma added two
played both games in soaI. making 13 saves
more, and Brown bad one.
before giving way to sophomore Laurie
Againsl Ohio SCate. the Ladies played exceptionally well. enduring no problems in Adams in the second half. Adams was called
on to make three saves against Ihe; Buckeyes.
easily disposin. of the Lady Buckeyes, The
Ladies struck early and often, building a 6-0
The Ladies hosted Earlham Colleae on
lead before Ohio SCatescored their first goal.
Tuesday, April 15. On Friday afternoon 81
Iy halrtime. Kenyon had a 12-3 lead. In lhe . S:OO Kenyon hosts the University of
second half. lhe Ladies padded that lead by Rochester,
These Ladies are playina well, and Ihe reICuina Ihe lim five aoah of the period, and
mainder of their I8IDeS are all at home.
&be pane ended a1 11-4.
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APRIL 19th
- FROM 9:30 TO 1:30

COUER CHARGE: $3.00
(FOR FOOO&8EUERAGES)
•

